
Here is the best routine I have found for growing hair & maintenance baths!

Make sure you use one of my codes for a discount when you order your products
STEPHANIE20 (20% off shampoos, etc.)
STEPHANIE10 (10% off brushes, etc.)
STEPHANIE6 (6% off tubs, dryers, etc.)

If you really want to grow hair quickly, step 1 will be a “pre bath” step

Pre Bath

- In a blender (I use a nutribullet) mix a splash of the pure mist, Elixir #4, and warm water
until the mixture changes color and consistency.

- Wet down the dog in the bathtub with warm water. You want them wet to the skin, and
the warm water will help open up their pores.

- Pour the blended mixture ALL over the wet dog, working it into the skin. You want the
mixture to absorb into the skin, not just the hair.

- Wrap the dog in a towel and place in a crate for 15 minutes to allow the mixture to work
its magic

Pure Mist
https://www.superiorcare.pet/products/tauro-pro-line-pure-mist

Smaller size -
https://www.superiorcare.pet/products/tauro-pro-line-pure-mist?variant=43977080570103
Larger size -
https://www.superiorcare.pet/products/tauro-pro-line-pure-mist?variant=43985889951991

Elixir #4
https://www.superiorcare.pet/collections/tauro-pro-line-elixirs/products/tauro-pro-line-pure-energi
zing-elixir-no-4-to-stimulate-coat-growth-for-dogs-and-cats

Bath - Step 1 Shampoo

If you have done the pre bath instructions, then your dog will already be wet down and you can
begin shampooing. If not, then wet down the dog with warm water and then shampoo the dog.

https://www.superiorcare.pet/products/tauro-pro-line-pure-mist
https://www.superiorcare.pet/products/tauro-pro-line-pure-mist?variant=43977080570103
https://www.superiorcare.pet/products/tauro-pro-line-pure-mist?variant=43985889951991
https://www.superiorcare.pet/collections/tauro-pro-line-elixirs/products/tauro-pro-line-pure-energizing-elixir-no-4-to-stimulate-coat-growth-for-dogs-and-cats
https://www.superiorcare.pet/collections/tauro-pro-line-elixirs/products/tauro-pro-line-pure-energizing-elixir-no-4-to-stimulate-coat-growth-for-dogs-and-cats


You are cleaning the skin, not just the hair. Make sure the dog is fully lathered and then rinse
thoroughly.

Shampooing is done in two steps to clean out and clarify the pores and then help stimulate hair
growth. There are a few different Step 1 shampoo options on the website, the two listed below
are the ones I use the most.

Deep Cleaning Shampoo
https://www.superiorcare.pet/collections/tauro-pro-line-shampoo-1/products/tauro-pro-line-ultra-
natural-care-deep-clean-shampoo-for-dogs-and-cats-skin-and-coat-1?variant=43855858696439

Healthy Coat Shampoo
https://www.superiorcare.pet/collections/tauro-pro-line-shampoo-1/products/tauro-pro-line-health
y-coat-daily-care-shampoo-for-dogs-and-cats?variant=43277351977207

Bath - Step 2 Shampoo

Once the dog is fully rinsed, shampoo again with one of the step 2 options. The two shampoos
below are what I use the most. You can add more drops of Elixir #4 to your shampoo. If you do
this, make sure you let the shampoo mixture sit/soak into the skin for a few minutes before you
rinse. You are cleaning the skin, not just the hair. Make sure the dog is fully lathered and then
rinse thoroughly.

Kertain Shampoo
https://www.superiorcare.pet/collections/tauro-pro-line-shampoo-1/products/tauro-pro-line-health
y-coat-keratin-shampoo-for-dogs-and-cats?variant=42365976314103

Healthy Coat Nourishing
https://www.superiorcare.pet/collections/tauro-pro-line-shampoo-1/products/tauro-pro-line-health
y-coat-nourishing-shampoo-for-dogs-and-cats?variant=42365976805623

Elixir #4
https://www.superiorcare.pet/collections/tauro-pro-line-elixirs/products/tauro-pro-line-pure-energi
zing-elixir-no-4-to-stimulate-coat-growth-for-dogs-and-cats

Fur Growth Shampoo
https://www.superiorcare.pet/collections/tauro-pro-line-shampoo-1/products/tauro-pro-line-pure-
nature-fur-growth-coat-growth-promoting-shampoo-for-dogs-and-cats?variant=43441009328375

https://www.superiorcare.pet/collections/tauro-pro-line-shampoo-1/products/tauro-pro-line-ultra-natural-care-deep-clean-shampoo-for-dogs-and-cats-skin-and-coat-1?variant=43855858696439
https://www.superiorcare.pet/collections/tauro-pro-line-shampoo-1/products/tauro-pro-line-ultra-natural-care-deep-clean-shampoo-for-dogs-and-cats-skin-and-coat-1?variant=43855858696439
https://www.superiorcare.pet/collections/tauro-pro-line-shampoo-1/products/tauro-pro-line-healthy-coat-daily-care-shampoo-for-dogs-and-cats?variant=43277351977207
https://www.superiorcare.pet/collections/tauro-pro-line-shampoo-1/products/tauro-pro-line-healthy-coat-daily-care-shampoo-for-dogs-and-cats?variant=43277351977207
https://www.superiorcare.pet/collections/tauro-pro-line-shampoo-1/products/tauro-pro-line-healthy-coat-keratin-shampoo-for-dogs-and-cats?variant=42365976314103
https://www.superiorcare.pet/collections/tauro-pro-line-shampoo-1/products/tauro-pro-line-healthy-coat-keratin-shampoo-for-dogs-and-cats?variant=42365976314103
https://www.superiorcare.pet/collections/tauro-pro-line-shampoo-1/products/tauro-pro-line-healthy-coat-nourishing-shampoo-for-dogs-and-cats?variant=42365976805623
https://www.superiorcare.pet/collections/tauro-pro-line-shampoo-1/products/tauro-pro-line-healthy-coat-nourishing-shampoo-for-dogs-and-cats?variant=42365976805623
https://www.superiorcare.pet/collections/tauro-pro-line-elixirs/products/tauro-pro-line-pure-energizing-elixir-no-4-to-stimulate-coat-growth-for-dogs-and-cats
https://www.superiorcare.pet/collections/tauro-pro-line-elixirs/products/tauro-pro-line-pure-energizing-elixir-no-4-to-stimulate-coat-growth-for-dogs-and-cats
https://www.superiorcare.pet/collections/tauro-pro-line-shampoo-1/products/tauro-pro-line-pure-nature-fur-growth-coat-growth-promoting-shampoo-for-dogs-and-cats?variant=43441009328375
https://www.superiorcare.pet/collections/tauro-pro-line-shampoo-1/products/tauro-pro-line-pure-nature-fur-growth-coat-growth-promoting-shampoo-for-dogs-and-cats?variant=43441009328375


Bath - Step 3 Mask/Conditioner

- In a blender (I use a nutribullet) mix a splash of the pure mist, 4 pumps of conditioner,
and warm water until the mixture changes color and consistency.

- You can add Elixir #4 to this mixture also
- Pour the blended mixture ALL over the wet & fully rinsed dog, working it into the skin.

You want the mixture to absorb into the skin, not just the hair.
- Let it sit for a few minutes, and then rinse thoroughly.
- I do use the elixir for show baths, but I will rinse out more of the conditioner before a

show, I leave more conditioner in for maintenance baths.

Fur Growth Conditioner/Mask
https://www.superiorcare.pet/collections/tauro-pro-line-conditioners-masks/products/tauro-pro-lin
e-pure-nature-fur-growth-coat-growth-promoting-conditioner-for-dogs-and-cats

Volume Conditoner/Mask
https://www.superiorcare.pet/collections/tauro-pro-line-shampoo-1/products/tauro-pro-line-ultra-
natural-care-volume-boost-mask-for-dogs-and-cats-coat?variant=43785658106103

Healthy Coat Conditioner/Mask
https://www.superiorcare.pet/collections/tauro-pro-line-conditioners-masks/products/tauro-pro-lin
e-healthy-coat-nourishing-mask-for-dogs-and-cats?variant=43277354402039

Elixir #4
https://www.superiorcare.pet/collections/tauro-pro-line-elixirs/products/tauro-pro-line-pure-energi
zing-elixir-no-4-to-stimulate-coat-growth-for-dogs-and-cats

Other Tools & Products I love!

My favorite slicker:
https://www.superiorcare.pet/collections/combs-bruches_new/products/tauro-pro-line-brush-roun
d?variant=43105204470007

My favorite dryer (and can be converted to a stand dryer)
https://www.superiorcare.pet/collections/dryers-1/products/tauro-pro-line-pet-coat-dryer-ionic-tec
hnology?variant=42365976936695

https://www.superiorcare.pet/collections/tauro-pro-line-conditioners-masks/products/tauro-pro-line-pure-nature-fur-growth-coat-growth-promoting-conditioner-for-dogs-and-cats
https://www.superiorcare.pet/collections/tauro-pro-line-conditioners-masks/products/tauro-pro-line-pure-nature-fur-growth-coat-growth-promoting-conditioner-for-dogs-and-cats
https://www.superiorcare.pet/collections/tauro-pro-line-shampoo-1/products/tauro-pro-line-ultra-natural-care-volume-boost-mask-for-dogs-and-cats-coat?variant=43785658106103
https://www.superiorcare.pet/collections/tauro-pro-line-shampoo-1/products/tauro-pro-line-ultra-natural-care-volume-boost-mask-for-dogs-and-cats-coat?variant=43785658106103
https://www.superiorcare.pet/collections/tauro-pro-line-conditioners-masks/products/tauro-pro-line-healthy-coat-nourishing-mask-for-dogs-and-cats?variant=43277354402039
https://www.superiorcare.pet/collections/tauro-pro-line-conditioners-masks/products/tauro-pro-line-healthy-coat-nourishing-mask-for-dogs-and-cats?variant=43277354402039
https://www.superiorcare.pet/collections/tauro-pro-line-elixirs/products/tauro-pro-line-pure-energizing-elixir-no-4-to-stimulate-coat-growth-for-dogs-and-cats
https://www.superiorcare.pet/collections/tauro-pro-line-elixirs/products/tauro-pro-line-pure-energizing-elixir-no-4-to-stimulate-coat-growth-for-dogs-and-cats
https://www.superiorcare.pet/collections/combs-bruches_new/products/tauro-pro-line-brush-round?variant=43105204470007
https://www.superiorcare.pet/collections/combs-bruches_new/products/tauro-pro-line-brush-round?variant=43105204470007
https://www.superiorcare.pet/collections/dryers-1/products/tauro-pro-line-pet-coat-dryer-ionic-technology?variant=42365976936695
https://www.superiorcare.pet/collections/dryers-1/products/tauro-pro-line-pet-coat-dryer-ionic-technology?variant=42365976936695

